Roberts' New War Play
"Red Harvest", To Open Dramatic Season Here

There has been a change in the original plans for the opening production of the new dramatic season. The Dramatic department is pleased to announce that the opening play is "Waste." This has been a change in the original assignment of "Harvest," as called by its author, Walter Hampden, for the opening of the season.

Walter Hampden
To Play "Ruy Blas" at Strand Theatre

Another figure of romance is brought to the American stage by Walter Hampden in his celebrated role of Ruy Blas. He will bring to the Strand Theatre this year, October 5, another of his masterly portrayals of a great historical figure. The role of Ruy Blas, written by the Russian author, Alexander Pushkin, has been tremendously popular in European cities since it was written. "Ruy Blas" has been in the repertoire of the Comedie Francaise, the state theatre of Paris, for the entire hundred years. It has been, and is presently being, produced in numerous cities throughout Europe for the same period. In America, and in the rest of the world, this play has had a remarkable career over the past century.

Student Council Dance
Another on List of Our Finest Social Affairs

Another September has joined its hostess to the roster of those who have been successful in their attempt to do justice to the play and its central character. It is now being made available to the public in a perfumed edition. The play will be produced in the Theatre Royal Haymarket in London at the time of the season's opening.

Mu Phi Epsilon's New Officers Welcome Freshmen

Freshmen—and all new students—will give you a hearty welcome. Mu Phi Epsilon is the national music honor society in the Ithaca section of East Buffalo Street, not too far from the assembly in front of the Charles Rook. October 12—Delta Psi Kappa Tea October 20—Phi Delta Pi Reception October 21—Freshman Mineral October 22—Mu Phi Epsilon Tea at Egbert Hall October 23—Amard Hallowe'en Party October 29—Delta Psi Kappa Tea November 10—First Performance of "Red Harvest" November 11—Second Performance November 14—Fourth Evening of "Red Harvest"

Phi Mu Alpha Smoker

Phi Mu Alpha is one of the most productive organizations of the college. It is the only society which seeks to develop the whole man, combining music with literature and athletics. Phi Mu Alpha Smoker will be held at 7:30 p.m. October 10, from 7 to 9 P.M. At the Smoker, Prof. Tallant will give the keynote address on the subject of the "Role of Women in Music." Phi Mu Alpha Smoker is always a social event, and the members are looking forward to a good time. The Smoker will be held in the Auditorium of the College Gymnasium.

More than 400 students are expected to attend the Smoker, which is a tradition at Phi Mu Alpha Smoker. The Smoker has been held every year since the founding of the society, and it continues to be one of the most popular events of the year. Phi Mu Alpha Smoker is sponsored by the music faculty and is open to all students. The Smoker is a great opportunity for students to socialize and hang out with their peers. Phi Mu Alpha Smoker is always a fun event, and everyone looks forward to it.

Phi Mu Alpha Smoker is a great event for students to attend, and it is a great opportunity to socialize and enjoy each other's company.Phi Mu Alpha Smoker is a great tradition at the college, and it is one of the events that students look forward to every year. Phi Mu Alpha Smoker is a great event for students to attend, and it is a great opportunity to socialize and enjoy each other's company. Phi Mu Alpha Smoker is a great tradition at the college, and it is one of the events that students look forward to every year. Phi Mu Alpha Smoker is a great event for students to attend, and it is a great opportunity to socialize and enjoy each other's company.
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The Ithacan: Friday, October 6, 1933

Friday, October 6, 1933

Dear Mr. Reed:

I have Walt Roberts for a witness. You and Walt and I were over in the Ideal lapping up our mid-evening coffee, when you said, "Bob, I dare you to write my clothing ad for this week's ITHACAN." Walt heard you and Walt's ready to stand by me. I'll admit he wears suits from your store, but I knew him first.

You may have been talking through your hat (Sweaters, later thing, W. J. Reed, 146 E. State St.) but with me a dater's a dater. So I'll just Short to the ad you sent over, and make room for this letter.

Now—when a guy says he'll do a clothing ad he ought to give them a tailor-made suit of the finest material and in the newest designs for no more money than it costs you to buy the ordinary factory suit—instead of telling them that I, a student, am going to go in with so much about baseball.

Or instead of telling them that W. J. REED will do a handwriting and a couple of flip-flops in a box, I should invite the reader to "Come and Go Through Our New Pull-Over Sweaters," or "Drop In At Reeds and Let Him Show You What's New." I'll be the best money for this space in order to remind the fellows that your store is the headquarters for the Ithaca College bunch, even though most of them know it already. But I'm just mean enough to fill this whole center page of the paper with a discussion of something entirely removed from the subject of clothing.

For instance: Instead of telling the readers that you ought to give them a tailormade suit of the finest material and in the newest designs for no more money than it costs you to buy the ordinary factory suit—instead of telling them that I, a student, am going to go in with so much about baseball.

Or instead of telling them that W. J. REED will do a handwriting and a couple of flip-flops in a box, I should invite the reader to "Come and Go Through Our New Pull-Over Sweaters," or "Drop In At Reeds and Let Him Show You What's New." I'll be the best money for this space in order to remind the fellows that your store is the headquarters for the Ithaca College bunch, even though most of them know it already. But I'm just mean enough to fill this whole center page of the paper with a discussion of something entirely removed from the subject of clothing.

For instance: Instead of telling the readers that you ought to give them a tailormade suit of the finest material and in the newest designs for no more money than it costs you to buy the ordinary factory suit—instead of telling them that I, a student, am going to go in with so much about baseball.

Or instead of telling them that W. J. REED will do a handwriting and a couple of flip-flops in a box, I should invite the reader to "Come and Go Through Our New Pull-Over Sweaters," or "Drop In At Reeds and Let Him Show You What's New." I'll be the best money for this space in order to remind the fellows that your store is the headquarters for the Ithaca College bunch, even though most of them know it already. But I'm just mean enough to fill this whole center page of the paper with a discussion of something entirely removed from the subject of clothing.
HILL DINER
Open every day and until night
Friday and Saturday All Night
Regular Dinner
Also

A la Carte
S. A. Friebe

HEAD'S CAMERA STORE
President of Kappa Gamma Psi—Plays the saxophone. Has been a member of the band for three years. Known for his method in surgical operations.

DEAN SCHWARTZ—President of Phi Pi Alpha—Plays the saxophone. Has been a member of the band for three years. Known for his method in surgical operations.

BARTON SCHWARTZ—President of Phi Pi Alpha—Plays the saxophone. Has been a member of the band for three years. Known for his method in surgical operations.

DOCTOR SNELL—Clarinet in- plode. It is Miss Meek, the Head Nurse. The following Wednesday night opens the second scene of the second act. It is broken, however, by Miss Meek who informs the company that no one is to touch the super-wire that is attached to the silver Christus. A nurse who is worn out by extreme fatigue is fascinated by the wire. An amazing in- dusty is to see the nurse's eyes as she looks at the wire. It is a scene that the two tiny nuns who lived in the convent, and how they were to come out when the Americans arrived. A very hum- e
ing. Who's Who On The Campus

!ent.

JrGRACE

Delta Phi—Courageous little body hands. Individual walk. . .. .

MASON


GLAD S. RICHARDS—Home Dairy, Physique.


ROBERT'S PLAY OPENS SEASON

The second scene of the first act takes place two days later, about ten o'clock on a Saturday morning. The room, a small saloon of the chateau, which had been one of exquisite grace and beauty, was now being dismantled. In hospital equipment which the sides and soldiers are packing away. There is so much interest in the conversation and excitement in their actions that one feels that this excursion must be a secret one. It is in this scene that the two dominant chau-

nuc. Freedom. .. .

BARON SCHWARTZ—President of Phi Pi Alpha—Plays the saxophone. Has been a member of the band for three years. Known for his method in surgical operations.

DOCTOR SMAIL—clarinet in-


THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
of Ithaca

at State and Tioga

Extends a Welcome to the Faculty, the Staff and the Students of Ithaca College

Phone 8349

Bar B Q

You can save money and time by letting us save your soles.

WE USE THE SYSTEM

Shoes Repaired While You Wait

SPECIAL

Men's Half-Sole 75c up

Women's Half-Sole 65c up

Bruno Longo

114 S. Cayuga St., Ithaca, N.Y.
FLYNN TELLS IT BEAUTIFULLY

Cass Laume’s “Bagi” novel... The better band, a line up, etc. on Gray’s arrangements... Heard about a marriage among Gray... Fun watching people in the lobby. But, too, there’s that merriment, looking ought.

... A romance about to bust that musical society next to Eltra Pho. It should be nibbled... college romance are silly... Don’t you think so, George P.? They like a season’s run on Broadway... or, perhaps three weeks.

If you can’t sleep at night try visualizing a yellow room over that waters... Emile Eames and Shubman H. return to the Little Theatre... Thoughts of yesterday... How the kids will take to legal liaison... majority of ‘em in school don’t drink excessively... Seems to though the younger generation... giving away the new... method... youth pouting... Read some where it’s only the young that fear death... Something to think about.

Suggested topics for arguments... Liking Garbo in Birthmark... Or Will Rogers to Mark Twain... Things that bring me down down... Hall of the Times approving “I Loved A Woman”... Those circus radio programmes... The New York Times losing a million in seven... Water... Emile Eames and Shubman H. return to the Little Theatre... Thoughts of yesterday... How the kids will take to legal liaison... majority of ‘em in school don’t drink excessively... Seems to though the younger generation... giving away the new... method... youth pouting... Read some where it’s only the young that fear death... Something to think about.
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